Abstract-Process mining offers techniques to exploit event data by providing insights and recommendations to improve business processes. The growing amount of algorithms for process discovery has raised the question of which algorithms perform best on a given event log. Current evaluation frameworks for empirically evaluating discovery techniques depend on the notation used (behavioral identical models may give different results) and cannot provide more general statements about populations of models. Therefore, this paper proposes a new integrated evaluation framework that uses a classification approach to make it modeling notation independent. Furthermore, it is founded on experimental design to ensure the generalization of results. It supports two main evaluation objectives: benchmarking process discovery algorithms and sensitivity analysis, i.e. studying the effect of model and log characteristics on a discovery algorithm's accuracy. The framework is designed as a scientific workflow which enables automated, extendable and shareable evaluation experiments. An extensive experiment including four discovery algorithms and six control-flow characteristics validates the relevance and flexibility of the framework. Ultimately, the paper aims to advance the state-of-the-art for evaluating process discovery techniques.
INTRODUCTION
T ODAY'S information systems store large amounts of data about the business processes within organizations. This leads to the challenge of extracting value and information out of these event data. Process mining is a discipline that sits between data mining and process modeling and analysis and, hence, can be considered as the linking-pin between data science and process science [1] . The idea of process mining is to discover, monitor and improve the processes by extracting knowledge from the data that are stored in information systems about how these systems are used to carry out processes. Differently from a-priori analysis, the focus is not on the assumed processes but on real processes in the way that they are executed. Therefore, the starting point of process mining is an event log, which is analyzed to extract useful insights and recurrent patterns about how processes are executed within organizations.
The lion's share of attention within process mining was received by process discovery, which aims to discover a process model from event logs. This resulted in dozens of new discovery algorithms (see, e.g., [2] , [3] , [4] and for an overview see [1] , [5] ). Researchers aim to improve the quality of the mined models to adequately represent the behavior observed in the event logs. Typically, the quality is measured as the fitness between the event log and the mined model. A good model allows for the behavior seen in the event log. Fitness alone is not sufficient, also a proper balance between overfitting and underfitting is required [1] . A process model is overfitting (the event log) if it is too restric-tive, disallowing behavior which is part of the underlying process. This typically occurs when the model only allows for the behavior recorded in the event log. Conversely, it is underfitting (the reality) if it is not restrictive enough, allowing behavior which is unlikely to be part of the underlying process. This typically occurs if it overgeneralizes the observed behavior in the event log.
The abundance of discovery algorithms has made it increasingly important to develop evaluation frameworks that can compare the efficiency of these discovery techniques, especially in terms of balancing between overfitting and underfitting. As detailed in Section 5, several comparison frameworks have already been proposed in literature. Unfortunately, these frameworks are characterized by at least one of the following three major limitations: 1) They are not independent from the modeling notation in which the discovered models are represented, e.g. two behaviorally equivalent models may have very different precision scores, or quality can only be measured after a conversion that does not preserve the behavior precisely. This restricts the framework to a comparison of the algorithms that generate models in one specific notation. 2) The evaluation results are based on real event logs
and cannot be generalized as the population of processes from which they originate is unknown. Processes come from different populations depending on the type of behavior allowed. Processes may have different behavioral characteristics, with parts that can repeat, with mutually-exclusive and parallel branches, with non-local dependencies and so on. Also, these characteristics can be more or less predominant in a process model. others. And the quality of the discovered model may also depend on the predominance of certain characteristics. Performing a comparison without acknowledging the influence of these behavioral characteristics can lead to inconclusive results. 3) They use manually created processes to generate artificial event data. As a result the studied process characteristics are not randomly included in the processes. Furthermore, relatively few processes and event logs were created. This prevents the results from being statistically and generally valid.
This paper tries to overcome these limitations by proposing a framework that 1) abstracts from the modeling notation employed; 2) starts from the definition of a process population where the probability of several behavioral characteristics can be varying. From this population a random sample of process models and event logs is drawn, thus making it possible to evaluate and generalize the influence of behavioral characteristics on the quality of the discovered models by the different algorithms under analysis; 3) performs experiments on random samples of a userspecified size, so as to return statistically valid results;
In a nutshell, our framework is based on a classification perspective to evaluate the quality of a discovered model. The framework starts with artificially generating random samples of process models from a specified population of processes. For each model, we generate a training log with fitting traces (to discover a model) and a test log with both fitting and non-fitting traces. Then, the quality of a discovery algorithm with respect to the event log is related to the ability to correctly classify the traces in the test event log: the discovered model should classify a trace representing real process behavior as fitting and a trace representing a behavior not related to the process as non-fitting. In this way the classification approach allows us to evaluate discovery algorithms generating models in different modeling notations because the quality measurement is not based on one specific modeling notation. Furthermore, by using (large) samples of randomly generated models and logs we can make general statements about populations of models and logs.
Obviously, repeating the generation of event logs and process models cannot be done manually to get significant results. We aim at thousands of models and logs in order to generalize. Fortunately, this can be automated through the use of scientific workflows. Scientific Workflow Management (SWFM) systems help users to design, compose, execute, archive, and share workflows that represent some type of analysis or experiment. The advantages of using scientific workflows for process mining are discussed in [6] .
This framework clearly enables the sensitivity analysis mentioned above: by defining and then sampling from a population of processes using the process-characteristic dimensions, one can evaluate the impact of the different behavioral characteristics on the quality of the models discovered by the different techniques under analysis. This means that the quality measure needs to be returned for each combination of event log and algorithm.
In summary, this paper reports on the formalization and the operationalization of our framework using RapidProM, a scientific workflow system with process mining features. The experiments report the results of their application to four state-of-the-art discovery algorithms. It is beyond the scope of this paper to extensively cover every existing discovery algorithms. However, the operationalization and the experiments show how easy it is to extend to other algorithms. Ultimately, this paper aims to advance the stateof-the-art for evaluating process discovery algorithms.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses the new evaluation framework including the methodological foundations and all the building blocks. Next, the experiments Section 3 describes the validation of the new framework using a large experiment. Section 4 includes a discussion of the experimental results and future research opportunities. Related work is discussed in Section 5 and Section 6 wraps up the paper with the conclusions.
DISCOVERY EVALUATION FRAMEWORK
This paper reports on a framework that aims to evaluate the quality of discovery algorithms to rediscover a model when confronted with a fraction of its behavior. The framework is designed based on the principles of scientific workflows and experimental design. The former captures the complete evaluation experiment in a workflow that can be automated, reused, refined and shared with other researchers [7] . The latter allows for precise answers that a researcher seeks to answer with the evaluation experiment [8] .
To integrate the steps needed for empirically evaluating process discovery algorithms, the framework is built as a scientific workflow. Generally such workflows are represented as a directed graph with nodes denoting computational steps and arcs expressing data flows and data dependencies between steps [9] (see Fig. 1 ). Bolt et al. [6] have described generic process mining building blocks to conduct process mining experiments using scientific workflows.
Scientific workflows offer several advantages over traditional ways to conduct process discovery evaluation. The first advantage comes from workflow automation. Experiments evaluating discovery techniques involve large-scale and computationally expensive experiments that require intensive human assistance [6] . Therefore, automating these experiments removes the need for the human assistance and reduces the time needed to perform experiments. A second benefit comes from the modularity of the workflows. This allows researchers to adapt and extend an existing workflow, e.g. by using other parameter settings or adding new process discovery techniques. A final benefit of scientific workflows is that they can be shared with other researchers. As a result other researchers can replicate experiments with little effort. In this way, our framework facilitates repeated process discovery evaluation, e.g. it becomes trivial to evaluate another set of algorithms or to assess the algorithm's performance with regard to other data characteristics (e.g. noise, control-flow patterns, etc.).
An evaluation analysis aims to test statistical hypotheses about a discovery algorithm. For example, does the presence [10] to discover models with lower fitness? Or: does the Alpha+ miner and Heuristics miner [11] perform equally in the fitness dimension on event logs with non-exclusive choice (OR) behavior? This makes it fit within the experimental design methodology in which the primary goal is to establish a causal connection between the independent (algorithm, log characteristics) and dependent (model quality criteria) variables [8] . The three cornerstones of good experimental design are: randomization, replication and blocking [12] . The three cornerstones together are fundamental to make the experiments scientifically sound (e.g., avoid bias or wrong conclusions). Therefore, the evaluation framework incorporates each of the cornerstones.
Randomization involves the random assignment of subjects to the treatment in order to limit bias in the outcome of the experiment [8] , [13] . In the evaluation context, the subjects are the event logs and the treatments are the discovery algorithms. Therefore, the evaluation framework has to ensure that the event logs generated in the data generation step are random observations from a population of processes with all desired control-flow characteristics. Replication means that more than one experimental unit is observed under the same conditions. It enables researchers to estimate error effects and obtain a more precise estimate of treatment effects [8] . In the context of process discovery this implies that one needs to test a specific algorithm on more than one event log to accurately assess the effect of that algorithm on model quality. The framework requires that the evaluation is based on a sample of event logs from a given population to obtain better estimates of the studied effect. Finally, blocking an experiment is dividing the observations into similar groups. In this way one can compare the variation between groups more precisely [13] . For example, if the experiment studies the effect of loops on model quality, also other characteristics such as infrequent behavior could have an effect. Therefore, the evaluation framework allows to vary the presence of loops in models (variable of interest) while holding the infrequent behavior constant to obtain precise estimates of the effect of loops on model quality (studied effect).
The remainder of the section will discuss the design of the framework and its building blocks in more detail.
The Design and Use of the Evaluation Framework
The framework focuses on evaluating control-flow discovery algorithms. Therefore, other process related perspectives, such as data and resources, are out of its scope 1 . Moreover, the framework aims at evaluation instead of predicting the best performing algorithm given an event log. The framework enables two main objectives: either benchmarking different discovery algorithms, either performing 1. However, the same ideas can be applied to include these other perspectives.
sensitivity analysis, i.e. what effect does a control-flow characteristic or event log characteristic have on algorithm performance. Fig. 1 illustrates the design of the new evaluation framework as a workflow. The directed graph shows how the different tasks needed for evaluating process discovery algorithms are connected. The framework enforces the consecutive execution of data generation, process discovery, quality measurement and statistical analysis. The framework applies a classification approach to allow for the evaluation of discovery algorithms generating models in different notations.
The first step, i.e. the data generation, is triggered by the objective of the experiment. As a result, the objective determines the control-flow behavior a researcher wants to include in the event logs. The specification of controlflow behavior defines a population of process models. This population definition is the start of the data generation phase.
For each discovery algorithm to be tested, multiple instances of the "generate models" task run in parallel. The generation results in multiple random samples of process models from the same population. Each model ("original model") is then simulated by the task "generate event log" to create one event log, i.e. a random sample of traces from all possible traces allowed by the model. The samples of process models and event logs constitute as "the ground truth".
Next, the 10-fold cross-validation splits each event log into ten subsets, i.e. folds, of equal sizes. Nine folds form the training log, while the remaining fold serves as the test log. The task "discover model" applies the algorithm to induce a model from the training log. To this point, the test log only contains positive examples, i.e. traces that fit the original model. The classification approach requires also negative examples, i.e. traces that do not fit the original model. To generate negative examples, the task "create nonfitting traces" alters half of test traces until they cannot be replayed 2 anymore by the original model ("the ground truth") to create non-fitting traces.
Subsequently, the framework measures the quality of the discovery algorithm by using the discovered model to classify the test traces. This classification happens within the "conformance checking" block which replays all traces on the discovered model. A trace representing real process behavior should be classified as allowed, i.e. completely replayable. A trace representing behavior not related to the real process should be classified as disallowed by the discovered model, i.e. not completely replayable. This approach allows for any discovery algorithm generating models with formal replay semantics.
The classification results are then combined in a confusion matrix (see Section 2.2). Based on that matrix, one can compute the well-known recall and precision metrics to evaluate the quality of the discovery algorithm. The framework repeats the process of splitting, discovery, creating non-fitting traces and conformance checking ten times, each time with a different fold as "test log". The task "average results" computes the average of the metric values over the ten folds to get an estimate of the algorithm's performance. Note that by using 10-fold cross validation the obtained estimate is less likely to suffer from bias, i.e. it helps to decrease the difference of the estimate from the real unknown value of the algorithm's performance on the population of processes. Finally, the task "statistical analysis" tests the hypotheses formulated in the context of the objectives. This framework's design has the property that no two discovery algorithms are applied on the same event log. Furthermore, for each generated model -randomly drawn from a predefined population of models -we randomly draw only a single event log. Consequently, all discovered models and any corresponding quality metric are independent observations which is an important assumption underlying many standard statistical techniques. We acknowledge that this design decision is not the only option as one could test discovery algorithms on the same logs. This alternative design would have more statistical power for the same sample size, however it requires more complex statistical techniques to deal with the dependence between observations. We can compensate for the loss in power in our design by defining the desired power in advance and calculate the sample size required for such power.
Finally, the framework's design based on the experimental design principles enable users to obtain algorithm's performance measures that are independent from specific process models and event logs. More specifically, this starts from the generation of (preferably large) random samples of process models and logs from a population, which are then used to estimate the performance of a algorithm with regard to that population. This contrasts evaluation based on a small non-random sample of (manually created) process models and event logs as it could influence the performance estimate to only reflect these particular models and logs.
The following subsection will elaborate on each of the tasks in the evaluation framework.
The Building Blocks of the Framework

Generate models
This building block generates a random sample of process models from a population of models. The inputs of this block are the population characteristics. The user can specify the population by assigning probabilities to each of the model building blocks and setting the size of the models in terms of visible activities. The probabilities of the controlflow characteristics influence the probability for each characteristic to be included in the resulting process model. For example, if the probability of loops is 0.2, then on average 20% of the model constructs will be of type loop.
In particular, this block allows one to generate models that can feature the basic patterns identified in [14] , namely:
-Sequence: Certain process activities need to be sequentially executed.
-Exclusive choice: Certain process parts/branches of the process are mutually exclusive. In several notations, this is known as XOR split/join.
-Parallelism: Certain parts/branches are "parallel", indicating that the activities of a first part of the model do not impose ordering constraints on the activities of a second part. In several notations, this is known as AND split/join.
-Inclusive choice: When reaching given points of the process, a choice needs to be made on which part(s) of process that follow need to be carried on. Differently from exclusive choice, multiple parts can be executed in parallel; different from the parallelism construct, not every part that follows the reached point needs to be executed. In several notations, this is known as OR split/join.
-Loop: Certain parts of the process can be sequentially repeated multiple times.
This set of pattern is complemented by a number of more advanced patterns: -Silent Transitions: Certain transitions are inserted into the model for a process-routing purpose. For instance, combined with exclusive choices, silent transitions enable certain parts of the process to be skipped.
-Duplicate activities: The same activity appears in different parts of the process, indicating that the activity can reoccur.
-Long-term dependency: The choice of one or multiple branches at a certain moment in the execution of the process can influence which choices become available at a later point.
-Infrequent Paths: This is always combined with an exclusive choice. When the execution reaches an exclusive choice, certain potential process branches have higher chance to be chosen. In fact, this pattern is rather related to the generation of event logs.
These constructs are those typically discovered by discovery algorithms because they are the most relevant. BPMN and other modelling notations support more complex constructs, such as multiple instances and terminating events; however, at the best of our knowledge, no discovery algorithms support their discovery.
As a result, this block allows users to fully control the control-flow behavior in the generated models and generalize the results to the pre-defined population. The user defines a population of process models by setting the following parameters:
• Model Size Parameters: mode; min; max.
• Control-flow Characteristic Probabilities: sequence; exclusive choice; parallelism; loop; OR; silent transitions; duplicate activities; long-term dependency; infrequent paths
In the framework, process models are generated as process trees [15] , which support for all the constructs/patterns mentioned above. To feature the artificial, random generations of process trees, the framework leverages on the technique and implementation reported in [16] , to which interested readers are referred for further information.
Generate log
For each generated model the "generate log" block creates an event log, i.e. a random sample of all possible traces allowed by that model. This building block simulates the given model to generate a user-specified number of traces per event log. The exclusive choices in each of the models have output-branch probabilities. As a result, the resulting event log contains a random set of fitting and complete traces. The presence of infrequent paths will make some traces more probable than others which will result in event logs with infrequent behavior.
Split log
This building blocks applies the first step needed for the 10-fold cross validation evaluation method. The step splits a given event log into ten subsets (folds) of equal size. Nine folds form the "training log" and are the input of the discovery algorithm. The tenth fold is the "test log" which is split in half: one half constitutes the "fitting test traces", the other half will serve as input of the "create nonfitting traces" block to make "non-fitting test traces". This is repeated ten times such that each of the ten folds becomes a "test log" exactly once.
Create non-fitting traces
In a classification approach the "test log" should contain positive and negative examples. To this point, there are only positive examples, i.e. traces that fit the original model. The "Create non-fitting traces" building block alters the given test traces so that they do not fit the original model anymore. The goal of the non-fitting traces is to punish overgeneralization of discovery algorithms. The flower model is an example of extreme overgeneralization that allows every possible trace involving the set of activities but provides no added value in a business context [1] . Therefore, this paper aims to punish typical overgeneralizing patterns: unnecessary loops, activity skips and parallelism, by altering the traces using specific noise operations (see description below) that can add or remove behavior. Additionally, the traces are altered but kept as close to the original trace as possible. In this way, the framework avoids non-fitting traces that would be trivially rejected by underfitting models. Given a process model and a set of fitting traces, noise is added to each trace as follows. First, one or more of the following noise types based on [17] , is added with a user specified probability:
• Add activity: one of the process activities is added in a random position within the trace.
• Duplicate an activity: when an activity is duplicated, it is inserted immediately after the original.
• Remove an activity: a single activity is randomly removed from the trace.
• Swap consecutive activities: a random pair of consecutive activities are swapped within the trace.
• Swap random activities: similar to the previous type of noise, but the activities to be swapped are selected from random positions in the trace (not necessarily consecutive).
Then, the modified trace is checked for fitness with respect to the original model. If the trace does not fit anymore, it is a noisy trace which will not be edited anymore. If the trace still fits the model, noise is added again (and checked afterwards) until it does not fit anymore, or until noise has been added five times. If the noisy trace still does not fit the model, the trace is discarded and another trace is randomly selected from the set of fitting traces. This trace follows the same process described above.
Discover process model
This block applies a discovery algorithm to the "training log" to induce a process model. This could be any discovery technique with user specified parameter settings. The discovered model will be used for conformance checking.
Conformance checking
The conformance checker will replay the given traces on the discovered model. Because the framework applies a classification approach, the replay assigns each trace to a binary class: if a trace can be completely replayed by the discovered model it belongs to the "fitting" class, otherwise the trace is part of the "non-fitting" class. The number of classes could be extended to create a more fine-grained evaluation. However, we argue that determining the classes for partially fitting traces would require additional research, which is outside the scope of this paper.
Calculating performance metrics
The framework summarizes the performance of an algorithm using three standard metrics adopted from the data mining and information retrieval domain: precision, recall and F measure. Traditionally these metrics are based on:
• True Positives: the number of real traces that fit the discovered model.
• False Positives: the number of false traces that fit the discovered model.
• False Negatives: the number of real traces that do not fit the discovered model. 
Inversely, the recall metric refers to the percentage of traces that fit the discovered model from all the traces that fit the original model.
Recall =
True Positives (True Positives + False Negatives)
The framework uses the F 1 variation of the F measure. This statistic refers to the harmonic average of the precision and recall metrics.
Result analysis
The evaluation framework allows users to compare the performance of algorithms and to study the effect of controlflow characteristics on algorithm performance. The statistical analysis based on the evaluation results depends on the objectives of the experiment and the corresponding hypotheses to be tested. Therefore, the framework does not incorporate specific statistical techniques, instead it can be used with a whole range of exploratory, descriptive and causal statistical techniques to test any hypothesis that can be expressed in terms of precision, recall, F 1 score, and characteristics of log and model. The authors believe that this will benefit the adoption of the framework for all types of evaluation studies, rather than serve a specific purpose.
Extensibility of the Framework and BPMN
As claimed in Section 1, the framework reported in this paper is not bound to Petri nets or any other modelling notation. As a consequence, it is extensible to incorporate new discover algorithms, independently of the notations in which these algorithms generate the model. Every change that is necessary to evaluate a new discovery algorithm that produces models in a notation N (say BPMN) is related to the implementation, whereas the framework work-flow does not require changes.
In the implementation, it is necessary to (1) plug-in the new algorithm as a new instantiation of block Discover model in Figure 1 (cf. Section 2.2.5) and (2) plug-in a new conformance checker for notation N, with the latter not being necessary if notation N is already among those available in the framework. It is not necessary to change the instantiation of block Generate models in Figure 1 . Any model generator in any notation that can represent the patterns defined in Section 2.2.1, such as process trees, can be employed. These models are only used to generate the event logs with fitting and non-fitting traces and are not directly compared with the models that are discovered.
Consider the case that one wants to evaluate algorithms that discover BPMN models while limiting the number of changes to the current implementation. The implementation of the algorithm needs to be plugged into RapidProM. Also, a conformance checker of BPMN models needs to be available in the implementation. As a matter of fact, this conformance checker is already available in the implementation. First, the BPMN model is converted into a trace equivalent Petri net that is trace equivalent: each execution of the BPMN is possible in the Petri net, and vice versa [18] . Second, the Petri-net conformance checker can be employed. The trace equivalence between the BPMN and the Petri net models guaranteed that every trace that is diagnosed as fitting/unfitting using the equivalent Petri net will also be as such with respect to the original BPMN model.
IMPLEMENTATIONS AND EXPERIMENTS
The framework was operationalized through RapidProM extension of the RapidMiner analytic-workflow tool [6] , which contains all the operators mentioned in Section 2.2 (see Appendix B for more details on the implementation). The experiments were based on Alpha+ Miner [10] , Heuristics Miner [11] , ILP Miner [19] and Inductive Miner [20] . These discovery algorithms are returning Petri nets, which require a suitable conformance checker. The choice has fallen on the alignment-based conformance-checking technique presented in [21] , which is available in RapidProM and, differently e.g. from the token-based algorithm [22] , is able to deal with invisible transitions and duplicate activity labels. Excluding the ILP miner, the other algorithms were used with the default configuration. The ILP miner was configuration to generate models in which the final marking is the empty marking (no tokens remaining). Any other configuration generates process models in which the ILP miner does not state what the final marking is, which would require a model inspection by a human. The human involvement would hinder the possibility of an automatic workflow.
The generations of process models and event logs are based on the techniques and implementations that are respectively reported in [16] and in [23] , which are in line with Section 2.2.
We conducted two rounds of experiments. The first round validates the usefulness of the proposed framework through an experiment consisting of a detailed empirical analysis of the process discovery algorithms mentioned above. The discussion of the first round is in Section 3.1 and the experimental results are reported in Section 3.2. In the second experiment round, the flexibility of the framework and its support for large-scale experiments is validated by extending the first round to experiments five times larger. Section 3.3 reports on the second round.
Setup of the First Experiment
As mentioned in Section 2.1, the goal of this framework is to analyze and compare the accuracy of process discovery techniques to rediscover process models based on observed executions (i.e., event logs). The population of process models that we aim to rediscover is generated by varying a number of parameters, which identifies the probability of occurrences of typical process characteristics, such as parallel branches, silent transitions and infrequent paths. Section 2.2 has discussed the constructs which, so far, our framework allows for and how the probabilities influence the generated process models. In the first round of experiments, the population of models is generated by varying the probability of duplicate activities and by enabling or disabling the presence of infrequent paths. In this way, we can study the impact of infrequent behavior and of different frequencies of duplicate activities on the accuracy of process discovery techniques. Section 3.3 will report on the extended experiment where the probability of the other process characteristics are also varied. Therefore, the experimental design includes all the combinations of three independent variables: process discovery technique used, presence or absence of infrequent behavior and the probability of having duplicate activities. The three variables and their levels are summarized in Table 1 . In total, the 56 possible combinations are included in the experiment: 4 discovery techniques × 2 levels of infrequent behavior × 7 probabilities of duplicate activities.
As mentioned above, the other process characteristics are not taken into account in this analysis. The probability of non-exclusive choice (OR) and of loops are set to zero and, hence, these two constructs do not occur. The probability of sequence, exclusive choice and parallelism is set and kept fixed to values 46%, 35% and 19%, respectively. These values have been determined after analysing their frequencies in the large collections of models reported in [24] . In this work, Kunze et al. have observed that 95% of the models consist of activities connected in sequences, 70% of the models consist of activities, sequences and XOR connectors and 38% consist of sequences, activities and AND connectors (see Fig. 2 : Distribution of completeness of logs wrt. their respective process models. Completeness is measured as the fraction of traces allowed by the model that are present in the event log. Fig. 4b of the paper). Assuming independence of occurrence probability of sequences, AND and XOR, it follows that:
When these values are normalized to 1, the final probabilities of the constructs are obtained.
For each discovery technique a random sample of 62 process models is drawn. The sample size of 62 models allows us to study the effect of process discovery techniques, infrequent paths and different probabilities of duplicateactivity occurrences (and their interactions) using a fixed effects ANOVA analysis [13] with significance level α = 0.05 and power 1 − β = 0.98 3 . This power indicates the probability to detect a significant effect when two mining algorithms actually differ by a relatively small difference. In total (i.e., sum of all combinations), 3472 process models were generated.
For each of the obtained process models, an event log containing between 200 and 1000 traces is generated (See Section 2.2.2). For each generated log, we can calculate the completeness, i.e. the ratio of unique traces in the log to all possible unique traces according to the model using the technique described in [26] . Fig. 2 shows that the completeness varies between 0 and the maximum of 1. The experiment applies the following discovery techniques with its default parameter settings: Alpha+ [10] , Heuristics [11] , ILP [19] and Inductive Miner [20] . As such, the choice of techniques covers most families of discovery approaches (see [1] ).
Analysis of the Results of the First Experiment
This section reports on the results of the experiments illustrated in Section 3.1.
The effect of process-discovery techniques, infrequent paths and different probabilities of duplicate-activity occurrences can be analyzed using one-way ANOVA analysis if the assumptions of homogeneity of variances and normality 3 . The power was computed with the G*Power tool [25] of the dependent variable hold [13] . However, both assumptions were violated for every dependent variable, i.e. F 1 , recall and precision. Therefore, the non-parametric KruskallWallis test (KW) [27] was applied instead. KW is used for testing whether k independent samples are from different populations. It starts by ranking all the data from the different samples together: assign the highest score a rank 1 and the lowest a rank N , where N is the total number of observations in the k samples. Then, the average ranking for each sample is computed, e.g. the mean of sample j is denoted asR j . With n the number of observations in each sample, the test statistic KW, which follows a χ 2 distribution with k − 1 degrees of freedom, can be calculated as [27] :
If the calculated KW is significant, then it indicates that at least one of the samples is different from at least one of the others. Subsequently, the multiple comparison post hoc test is applied to determine which samples are different. More specifically, for all a pairs of samples R i and R j it is tested whether they differ significantly from each other using the inequality [27] :
The z α/k(k−1) value can be obtained from a normal distribution table given a significance level α. The formula adjusts this α with a Bonferroni correction to compensate for multiple comparisons. If the the absolute value of the difference in average ranks is greater than or equal to the critical value, i.e. the right side of the equation, then the difference is significant.
Finally, the Jonckheere test [27] can be used to test for a significant trend between the k samples. First, arrange the samples according to the hypothesized trend, e.g. in case of a positive trend from smallest hypothesized mean to highest hypothesized mean. Then count the number of times an observation in sample i precedes an observation in sample j, denoted as U ij ∀i < j. The Jonckheere test statistic J is the total number of these counts: When J is greater than the critical value (see [27] for the sampling distribution) for a given significance level α, then the trend between the k samples is significant.
The Effect of Process Discovery Technique
The goal is to learn the effect of a process discovery technique on each of the dependent variables: recall, precision and F 1 score. The other variables (i.e., infrequent paths level and probability of duplicate activities) are part of the error term.
We apply the KW method, to test whether the average rank differs between the four process discovery techniques (i.e. samples). In this case we ranked all the 3472 averages over the 10-fold cross validation for recall, precision and F 1 values ignoring sample membership (i.e. discovery technique). The highest value for recall, precision and F 1 gets rank 1 (lowest rank), while the lowest absolute value gets rank 3472 (highest rank). Then we computed the average ranking per miner, i.e. the average position of a discovered model by that miner for that quality metric on a scale from 1 to 3472. A higher average ranking means worse performance. The ranking summary is shown in Table 2 .
Based on the average rankings in Table 2 , the order suggested between process discovery techniques is: ILP > Inductive > Alpha+ > Heuristics for recall, precision and F 1 scores. It means that the ILP miner creates the best models in terms of recall, precision and F 1 scores (see Section 4 for an elaborate discussion). The Inductive miner outperforms the Alpha+ miner, which in turn outperforms the Heuristics miner. The results of the KW test confirm that the differences in average rankings between the four miners are statistically significant (significance level α = 0.05). Moreover, the multiple comparison post-hoc test (cf. supra) also confirms the statistical significance of the differences between algorithms. See Table 1 in Appendix A for a summary of the statistical test results for the F 1 scores.
The Effect of Infrequent Paths
The analysis tests whether the presence/absence of infrequent paths 4 has an impact on the average ranking of the four process discovery techniques for recall, precision and F 1 scores. The effect of duplicate activities is part of the error term.
Firstly, the sample is split into two subsets: experiments with infrequent behavior and experiments without infrequent behavior. This division is called blocking (see Section 2) which is done to isolate the variation in recall, precision and F 1 scores attributable to the absence/presence of infrequent paths. Secondly, the KW test is applied to each subset. Table 3 contains the average rankings per process discovery technique grouped by metric and experiments with and without infrequent behavior. These rankings suggest the same order between process discovery techniques in all cases: ILP > Inductive > Alpha+ > Heuristics. This leads to the assumption that the process discovery techniques are not influenced by the absence or presence of infrequent behavior. Based on the KW and multiple comparison posthoc test, only the difference between the ILP and Inductive miner in case of infrequent behavior is not statistically significant for precision (see Table 2 in Appendix A). Therefore, one cannot accept the assumption that infrequent paths do not influence process discovery techniques.
The Effect of Duplicate Activities
The analysis investigates how the accuracy of each process discovery technique (in terms of precision, recall and F 1 score) is influenced by the probability of duplicate activities (i.e. the average percentage of duplicated visible activity labels in the process models). The effect of infrequent behavior is part of the error term. Fig. 3a illustrates the average F 1 scores for all the process discovery techniques over different probabilities of duplicate activities. This graph indicates a negative trend, i.e. the probability of duplicate activities has a negative effect on F 1 scores. To determine whether such a trend is statistically significant, an in-depth analysis is performed.
First, the sample is divided into subsets grouped by process discovery technique. As such, the variation in accuracy associated with the discovery technique is isolated. Then, similar to the analysis above, the KW test is applied to compare the average rankings of the discovered models. Table 4 contains one subtable for each process discovery technique with the average ranks for all three metrics by the probability of duplicate activities.
For the Alpha+ Miner, the data (shown in Table 4a ) seems to suggest that as the probability of duplicate activities increases, the models generated by Alpha+ miner deteriorate in terms of recall, precision and F 1 score. To test this impression statistically, we will rely on the KW and Jonckheere tests. Both tests show that there is statistically significant negative trend in the relative quality of the generated models as the probability of duplicate activities increases. A pairwise comparison of each probability of duplicate activities does not provide a clear picture how this trend looks like for recall, with many comparisons statistically insignificant. For precision and F 1 on the other hand, the quality of the models decreases significantly whenever the probability of duplicate activities increases from 0% to more than or equal to 15% (see Table 3 in Appendix A). The models discovered using the Heuristics Miner seem insensitive to the probability of duplicate activities (see Table 4b ). The KW and Jonckheere tests confirm that there is indeed statistically insufficient evidence of a trend in recall, precision and F 1 score as the probability of duplicate activities increases (see Table 4 in Appendix A). A possible explanation will be discussed in Section 4.
The results for the ILP Miner in Table 4c suggest a positive trend in the probability of duplicate activities in terms of recall! However, in terms of precision, the ILP miner shows high sensitivity to the probability of dupli- The pairwise comparisons of duplicate activities reveals the significant negative trend in terms of precision and F 1 scores of the generated models as the probability of duplicate activities increases (see Table 5 in Appendix A).
The findings for the Inductive Miner indicate that as the probability of duplicate activities increases, the model quality in terms of recall, precision and F 1 score deteriorates. This effect, though, seems to level off as we reach higher probabilities of duplicate activities. The KW and Jonckheere tests show that there is indeed a significant negative trend in the relative quality of the generated models as the probability of duplicate activities increases. However, at a probability of around 15% of duplicate activities, this effect seems to have reached a plateau and stays stable (see Table 6 in Appendix A).
Extended Experiment
The above experiments have validated the usefulness of the proposed evaluation framework to support the benchmark and sensitivity analysis evaluation objectives. The proposed framework is also flexible as it allows users to easily setup extended experiments. Here, we have extended the above experiment with other control-flow characteristics. The probability of the basic characteristics, sequence, parallel and exclusive choice, is set the same as in the previous experiments. In this experiment, for each process characteristic, we have varied the probability of its occurrence while setting the probability of the others to zero. Instead of 3472 observations as in the first experiment, the extended experiment results in 17360 observations. An in-depth discussion of the results as done for the duplicate activities is not included in this paper due to lack of space. The graphs in Fig. 3 show the average F 1 score for all the discovery techniques over different probabilities of inclusion of the control-flow characteristics. Section 4 details a thorough discussion of the results of this extended experiment, along with the first experiment.
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH
This section discusses the overall results found in the experiments section and describes future research opportunities. Fig. 3 illustrates how the different algorithms score in terms of F 1 score with varying probability of the constructs.
First, the graphs clearly highlight that ILP and Inductive Miner perform significantly better than Alpha+ and Heuristic Miner. In fact, this is not surprising because the latter two miners are not guaranteed to produce sound models, which allow executions to be carried out till completion. Models discovered with Alpha+ and Heuristic Miner can contain deadlocks, livelocks, and other anomalies [1] . When a model is indeed not sound, it cannot replay traces until the end and, hence, the confusion matrix may contain few true positives (often none), causing precision, recall and, hence, F 1 scores to be very low (often zero). This is not trivial because, although the theory already postulated it, it was not clear how much the lack of soundness guarantee was practically affecting the results. Ultimately this means that Alpha+ Miner and Heuristic Miner can be useful to gain an initial insight into the general structure of the process but cannot be used for more mature answers or for automatically generating models that can be plugged into a Process Management System to enforce certain process behavior.
Looking at Fig. 3 , ILP miner tends to perform better than Inductive Miner in terms of F 1 score. This is observed for all constructs and all occurrence probabilities. In particular, for such constructs as silent transitions and long-term dependencies, the F 1 score is steadily around 1, which indicates almost perfect precision and recall. This result is far from being trivial: as discussed [19] , the ILP miner focuses on producing models that can replay every trace of the event log, without trying to maximize precision. Furthermore, because ILP miner only aims at replaying the traces in the event log used for discovery, one would expect that a different event log, used e.g. for testing, would not let the discovered models score high in recall, either.
The superiority of ILP miner is further supported by visually comparing the models that ILP generates and those from the Inductive Miner, such as the models in Figures 4 and 5 respectively discovered through the Inductive and ILP Miner. The red boxes in the figure illustrate the unprecise parts of the model. For the Inductive-Miner model, the transitions in the box can be executed in any order and, because of the loop, an arbitrary number of time. Of course, in the reality, these transitions should occur in a more precise order; but the miner is unable to "see it". Conversely, for the model discovered through the ILP miner, the only "source of imprecision" is related to the "floating transition" a but it is just one out of 26 transitions. This does not affect the precision. As discussed in Section 2.2.4, to punish for imprecise behavior, our framework injects noise into fitting traces. In case of the mode by the ILP miner, the probability that the noise would involve the only "floating transition" a is low. On the other hand, the probability that noise affects activities present in precise regions of the model is high. Such deviations in very precise regions are easily detected, resulting in high F 1 scores for the ILP miner. The same reasoning is shared among most of models.
Another interesting result for both Inductive and ILP miner is that the values of F 1 score seem not to be really affected by the amount of occurrences of the process constructs, except for duplicate activities and, limitedly, from the OR construct. The OR is known to be a hard construct and neither of the two miners provides specific support for it (for Inductive Miner, at least for the version being evaluated). For duplicate activities, this can be explained by the fact that both ILP and Inductive Miner do not natively support mining models where different transitions share the same activity label. This means that duplicate activities are "emulated" through loops and floating transitions (see above), which would underfit the behavior observed in the event log, thereby yielding low precision.
We acknowledge in this paper that the results are also affected by the fact that training event logs do not contain noise, namely traces that are not generated by the original, artificial models. As an example, ILP miner tends to be very sensitive to noise: since it discovers models that are able to replay every event trace, if the logs contain noise, the discover models would incorporate behavior that should not be allowed, thus negatively affecting precision. Conversely, Inductive Miner would likely be less affected because it features some noise detection, able to detect whether a trace is really part of the process or a noise/outlier. This is based on the frequencies of occurrences of certain patterns in the traces of the event log [20] . As future work, we aim to add new ingredients to our analysis and consider a variable percentage of training-log noise and to study how discovery algorithms are affected by the amount of noise, in terms of F 1 score.
A future interesting extension to our framework is parameter sensitivity. Every miner that we employed in our experiments can be customized by setting the values of certain parameters. In this paper, we ruled out the parameter sensitivity by using the default parameter values. For instance, Inductive Miner can be customized by varying the threshold of noise detection, also known in the algorithm as α-value, which can vary from zero to one. The model in Fig. 4 was mined with the default α-value, which is 0.2, leading to a F 1 score of 0.25. For the specific case, we manually reduced α to 0, thus not supporting noise detection. This led to an increase of F 1 till a clearly better 0.67, which is due to the fact that, as mentioned, the training logs do not contain noise.
However, we believe that not addressing these aspects do not invalidate the arguments stated in this paper. While it is easy to accommodate them in the framework, the current experiments can illustrate that our analysis framework does already properly address the research objectives stated in Section 1. First, even though we always translate the discovered models to Petri nets, it was related to the fact that the available conformance checker requires it. Our framework is modelling notation independent and as such there is nothing that is specific for Petri nets. Second, the results are based on a statistically-significant sample of models and 
RELATED WORK
Several frameworks for evaluating process discovery algorithms have been proposed. Rozinat et al. [28] introduced the first evaluation framework, Wang et al. [29] and Ribeiro et al. [30] , [31] extended the Rozinat framework to evaluate and predict the best algorithm. Weber et al. [32] proposed an alternative framework that takes a probabilistic perspective. In addition to the evaluation frameworks, De Weerdt et al. [5] , Vanden Broucke et al. [33] , [34] and Augusto et al. [35] performed benchmarking studies of process discovery techniques.
As indicated in Section 1, our framework evaluates the quality of models on the basis of measures of precision and recall that are not bound to any modelling notation. Conversely, the existing body of research is based on metrics that are applicable to one notation, mostly Petri net [5] , [6] , [28] , [29] , [30] , [31] , [32] , [33] , [34] , [35] . This means that, not only would one need to introduce a new conformance checker for the new notation, but also one would need to redefine the precision and recall metrics. The introduction of a new conformance checker is also necessary in our framework and it cannot be prevented because it is necessary that the checker is aware of the replaying semantics of the notation. Section 1 also indicated that the second and third advantage of our framework is that it is based on the generation of a sufficiently-large number of artificial models to guarantee a statistical validity of the analysis. Conversely, the existing frameworks base their conclusions on samples that are small, either a few real-life event logs [5] , [30] , [35] , either artificial but not randomly generated [5] , [28] , [29] , [30] , [31] , [32] , [33] , thus limiting the statistical validity of the analysis. Also, the artificial process models are not generated by controlling the probability of certain constructs to be present. This means that the event logs generated from these models do not allow one to evaluate the correlation between the quality of the discovered models and the presence of certain process constructs.
Furthermore, all frameworks, except Weber et al. [32] , leverage on the typical process-mining notions of precision, generalization and fitness from literature to evaluate the quality of the discovered models (see, e.g., [1] ). There is a clear correlation between the precision and recall that we employ and the typical process-mining measures of model quality. However, the process-mining measures are designed considering that the real process model is not known and that one only observes the positive cases, namely the traces that are part of the real process. The negative cases, i.e. the executions/traces that do not fit the real process, are not known because they would require to know the real model. Therefore the process-mining measures of model quality try to artificially generate the negative cases based on estimation and, hence, the measure results are estimates (see, in this respect, also [36] ). Since we know the real process model, we can generate both positive and negative traces and label them correctly. This leads to metric results that are certain and, hence, accurate.
The frameworks reported in [16] , [23] are clearly not the only to generate process models and event logs. While the framework would allow one to plug different model and log generators, the choice has fallen onto those frameworks because they provide an API that allows one to invoke them from code, as our scientific workflow requires. For example, PLG [37] only allows a GUI interaction; also, PLG does not support certain patterns, namely long-term dependencies, silent transitions and duplicate activity labels.
Finally, the classification approach of the proposed evaluation framework builds upon established principles and methods from the machine learning domain. See [38] for more information on the empirical evaluation of learning algorithms using a classification perspective.
CONCLUSIONS
Many process discovery algorithms have been proposed in recent years. As a result the evaluation of process discovery techniques to decide which technique performs best on a given event log has gained importance. However, existing evaluation frameworks have several important drawbacks. This paper presented a new evaluation framework to overcome existing limitations. The new framework is independent from the discovered model's modeling notation by adopting a classification approach. It starts by defining a population of process models using different behavioral characteristics. From this population a set of models and event logs is randomly sampled. Using a 10-fold crossvalidation approach, the event logs are split into training and test logs. Then the framework adds noise to half of the test traces to generate non-fitting traces. The discovery algorithm learns a model based on the training log and classifies the test traces as fitting or non-fitting. The framework then combines the classification results in a confusion matrix together with the metrics recall, precision and F 1 score. These metrics are the input for the final statistical tests that are used to determine whether significant differences between algorithms exist or whether certain model or log characteristics have a significant effect on algorithm's performance.
The framework is designed as a scientific workflow. The workflow is then implemented in the RapidMiner tool so that evaluation experiments can be automated, shared between researchers and extended to include new discovery techniques. The framework allows researchers to benchmark discovery algorithms as well as to perform a sensitivity analysis to evaluate whether certain model or log characteristics have a significant effect on algorithm's performance.
The framework has been validated by conducting an extensive experiment involving four process discovery algorithms, five control-flow characteristics and two levels of infrequent behavior. The experiment has shown the usefulness and flexibility of the framework. Additionally, future research opportunities were identified.
